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Production of light fragments is characteristical for nucleus fragmentation phenomenon.
Therefore, it is impossible to understand this phenomenon without identifying a production
mechanism of these particles. One can have useful information on deuterons formation
dynamics by studying correlations between different fragments multiplicities. Thus, this work
is dedicated to study of correlations between multiplicities of different fragments in ^Op-
events with deuteron and without.

The experimental material was obtained from 1-meter hydrogen bubble chamber in HEL
JINR irradiated by 16O nuclei beam at momentum of 3,25 GeV/c. Methodological questions
related to stereographs processing, particle and nuclei identification are described in works

[1,2].
The results presented below are obtained based on an analysis of 11098 measured 16Op

events. Experimental results on correlations between multiplicities of different fragments and
presence (absence) of deuterons in 16Op-events are compared with data calculated by cascade-
fragmentation evaporation model (CFEM) [3]. In frames of CFEM [3] the main mechanism of
fragments production is Fermi break-up. Contribution of "evaporative mechanism" to light
fragments production can be neglected for fragmentation of such light nucleus as 16O.

Experimental values for average multiplicities of light fragments ('Hi, 3Hi, 3He2 and 4He2)
in events with deuteron and without demonstrate their dependence on presence of deuteron.
Appearance of 'Hj and 4He2 in events with deuterons is -1,75 times higher that that without
deuteron; whereas for mirror nuclei 3Hi and 3He2 this difference is more than -2,7 times
higher. Notice, average multiplicities of these mirror nuclei within statistical errors are in
coincidence with each other independently of presence or absence of deuteron in this event. In
CFEM, correlations between average multiplicities of fragments and presence of deuteron in
the event are observed only for fragments with mass number of A<3, whereas for 4He2

nucleus within statistical errors no any correlation with absence or presence of deuteron is
observed.

Study of dependences of averages multiplicities of fragments with charges of 1<Z;<7 on
presence of deuteron in the event showed that this correlation is positive for fragments with
Z,<4, and is negative for fragments with Zj>4. This, apparently, is due to the baryon charge
conservation law. It is discovered that average multiplicities of light fragments do not depend
on emission angle of deuteron in rest frame of oxygen; thus forward and backward emission
does not influence on light fragments formation mechanism. Also, average multiplicity,
average total and transverse momenta of deuteron in rest frame of oxygen depending on
charged pion presence in the event are studied. It was demonstrated that average multiplicities
and momentum characteristics of deuteron within systematic errors do not depend on a charge
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of fast pion (p>0,5 GeV/c). Average multiplicity of deuteron in events with charged pion
production is -1,5 times higher than that in events without its production.
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We review the conceptual foundation of Yang-Mills gauge field theories. On these gauge
theories the Standard Model SM are constructed. The fundamental postulates and their
immediate consequence of the SM are formulated. The SM is a Yang-Mills type gauge field
theory basically dictated by the Generalized Gauge Principle fGGP). According to this
principle all fundamental forces of nature such as strong, electroweak, gravitational are
mediated by an exchange of the Yang-Mills gauge fields corresponding gauge group.

The SM is constructed by extention of the global non-Abelian SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)
symmetry to the local SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l) symmetry under which the Lagrangian of the SM
invariant. This full symmetry has to be broken by Higgs mechanism down to the Electroweak
gauge symmetry.

The concept of fundamental particles does not exist.
To Look for not Fundamental Particles but Fundamental symmetries.

By searching of more general theory it is natural to search first of all Global symmetries
and then to learn consequences connected with the localization of the global symmetries like
wise of SM.

The SM is renormulizable and therefor potentially consist at all energy scales. The SM in
principle can describe the properties of the Univers beginning at lO *̂3 sec, after BIG BANG.
A SM of the BIG BANG Particle physics provides one of the few windows of the high energy
world beyond SM which is consistent with SM and Cosmology.

All the fundamental particles of the SM such as quarks, leptons and weak intermediate
vector-gauge Bosons except one Higgs boson H° have been discovered and there masses and
spins have been determined. The SM is stunning. Until now, no cracks have been found.
There is no experiment that contradicts the SM. Moreover there is nothing observed beyond
the SM. The SM works better and better.

We proposed to construct colour singular nuclear forces theory based on Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD). As well Theologycal aspects of the BIG BANG.
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